AIMS International Award Winners 2020

AIMS International Honorary Fellow
Dr. Nita H Shah, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad

AIMS International Outstanding B-school Director Award
Dr. Rajiv Gopalkrishna Divekar, SIMS, Pune

AIMS International Outstanding Ph. D. Guide Award
Dr. C. Natarajan, Annamalai University

AIMS International Outstanding Management Librarian Award
Dr. Giridhar M. Kunkur, BITS, Pilani

AIMS-Jaipuria Outstanding Management Researcher Award
Dr. Ajaya Kumar Panda, National Institute of Industrial Engineering, Mumbai
Dr. Udayan Chanda, Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani

AIMS-Jaipuria Outstanding Woman Management Researcher Award
Dr. Shalini Srivastava, Jaipuria Institute of Management
Dr. Kishwar Joonas, Prairie View A&M University

AIMS-Jaipuria Outstanding Young Management Researcher Award
Dr. Abhishek Behl, Jindal Global Business School

AIMS-Jaipuria Outstanding Young Woman Management Researcher Award
Dr. Swagatika Nanda, VSIT, Mumbai
Dr. Vijaya Dixit, Indian Institute of Management, Ranchi

AIMS-Jaipuria Outstanding Woman Management Teacher Award
Dr. Paluri Achuta Ratna, SIOM, Nashik
Dr. Sangeeta Sharma, BITS, Pilani

AIMS International Outstanding Young Management Teacher Award
Dr. Siddhartha Saxena, Amrut Mody School of Management, Ahmedabad

AIMS International Outstanding Young Woman Management Teacher Award
Dr. Isha Sharma, University of Jammu, Jammu

AIMS International Distinguished Service Awards
Dr. Sudershan Kuntluru, IIM Kozhikode

AIMS-Jaipuria Outstanding Paper Award
- The Impact of Overconfidence Bias on Market Efficiency: Ankita Bhatia, Arti Chandani
- An Empirical Study to Measure the Moderating Role of Social Media Use on Agri tourism in India: Suraj Shah, Maurvi Vasavada and Mahendra Sharma

AIMS-Jaipuria Doctoral Paper Award
- **First:** Bank Monitoring and Delinquency of Micro Business Borrowers: Kavitha P. and Pankaj Baag
- **Second:** Investment Behavior of Rural Households in India-insights from a National Survey: Remya Tressa Jacob and Rudra Sensarma